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Dear Mr. Parris: 

The Commission has issued the enclosed Amendment No. 5Fto Facility Operating 
License No. DPR-52 for the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Unit No. 2. This 
amendment changes the Technical Specifications in response .to your request 
of July 14, 1980 (BFNP TS 140), as supplemented by your letters of August 29, 
and October 7, 1980. This amendment permits operation of Browns Ferry Unit 
No. 2 in Cycle No. 4 following the current refueling outage.  

Copies of the Safety Evaluation and Notice of Issuance are also enclosed.  

Sincerely, 

Thomas A. Ippolito, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #2 
Division of Licensing

Enclosures: 
1. Amendment No. 3 0 to DPR-52 
2. Safety Evaluation 
3. Notice 

cc w/encls: 
See next page
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Mr. Hugh G. Parris

cc:

H. S. Sanger, Jr., Esquire 
General Counsel 
Tennessee Valley Authority 
400 Commerce Avenue 
E 11B 33C 
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902 

Mr. Ron Rogers 
Tennessee Valley Authority 
400 Chestnut Street, Tower II 
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401

Mr. Charles R. Christopher 
Chairman, Limestone County Commission 
P. 0. Box 188 
Athens, Alabama 35611 

Ira L. Myers, M.D.  
State Health Officer 
State Department of Public Health 
State Office Building 
Montgomery, Alabama 36104

U. S. Environmental Protection 
Agency 

Region IV Office 
ATTN: EIS COORDINATOR 
345 Courtland Street 
Atlanta, Georgia 30308 

Mr. Robert F. Sullivan 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
P. 0. Box 1863 
Decatur, Alabama 35602 

Mr. John F. Cox 
Tennessee Valley Authority 
W9-D 207C 
400 Cofnmerce Avenue 
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902

Mr. Herbert Abercrombie 
Tennessee Valley Authority 
P. 0. Box 2000 
Decatur, Alabama 35602

Mr. H. N. Culver 
249A HBD 
400 Commerce Avenue 
Tennessee Valley Authority 
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902 

Athens Public Library 
South and Forrest 
Athens, Alabama 35611

Director, Office of Urban & Federal 
Affairs 

108 Parkway Towers 
404 James Robertson Way 
Nashville, Tennessee 37219 

Director, Criteria and Standards 
Division 

Office of Radiation Programs (ANR-460) 
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Washington, D. C. 20460
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"UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

DOCKET NO. 50-260 

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT, UNIT NO. 2 

AMENDMENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE 

Amendment No. 58 
License No. DPR-52 

1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has found that: 

A. The application for amendment by Tennessee Valley Authority (the 
licensee) dated July 14, 1980, as supplemented by letters dated 
August 29 and October 7, 1980, complies with the standards and 
requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the 
Act), and the Commission's rules and regulations set forth in 
10 CFR Chapter I; 

B. The facility will operate in confortmity with the application, 
the provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of 
the Commission; 

C. There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities authorized 
by this amendment can be conducted without endangering the 
health and safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities 
will be conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations; 

D. The issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to the 
common defense and security or to the health and safety of 
the public; and 

E. The issuance of this amendment is in accordance with 10 CFR Part 
51 of the Commission's regulations and all applicable requirements 
have been satisfied.  

2. Accordingly, the license is amended by changes to the Technical Speci
fications as indicated in the attachment to this license amendment and 
paragraph 2.C(2) of Facility License No. DPR-52 is hereby amended to 
read as follows: 

(2) Technical Specifications 

The Technical Specifications contained in Appendices A and B, 
as revised through Amendment No. 58, are hereby incorporated 
in the license. The licensee shall operate the facility in 
accordance with the Technical Specifications.  

2951
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3. This license amendment is effective as of the date of its issuance.  

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

ThomasA. Ippolito, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #2 
Division of Licensing 

Attachment: 
Changes to the Technical 

Specifi cations 

Date of Issuance: November 12, 1980



ATTACHMENT TO LICENSE AMENDMENT NO. 58 

FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-52

DOCKET NO. 50-260 

Revise Appendix A as follows: 

1. Remove the following pages and replace with identically numbered pages: 

!7/18 

27/28 
29/30 

131/132 
133/134 
159/160 
167/1 68 
169/170 
172a 
219/220 
249/250 
269/270 
329/330 

2. The underlined pages are those being changed; marginal lines on these 
pages indicate the revised page. The overleaf page is provided for 
convenience.
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S~fv F'."f .. 'LIMT 

1 . I 1,z s: .C~~nl)I N, INT~I-1TT'•Y 

B. C.,re T.le.-.al Power Limit 
{'eae-tcr Pre.-sure <800 psia) 

,.-c.-. Lhe reactor pressure is less 
th~n or equal to 800 psia,

i.r ?flTl IJO �A�PI�Y ���TE'? SETU rJO

P.I FUEl. CLADDTr•C N7~r1:i'rY

in the event of operation with the 
core maximum fraction of limiting 
power density (C MLPD) greater than 
fraction of rated thermal power ('F.) 
the setting shall be modified as 
follows: 

SS_(0.66W + 54Z) FRP 
CICPD 

For no combination of loop recircu
letion flow rate and core chermal 
po-er shall the A&RM flux scram trip 
ietting be allowed to exceed 120% 
-of rated thermal power.  

(Note: These settings assume operation 
within the basic thermal hydraulic design 
criteria. These criteria are LHGRi 18.5 
kw/ft for 7x7 fuel andS13.4 kw/ft for 8x8, 
8x8R. and P8x8R, and MCPR 
within lImits of Specification 3.5.k. If 
it is determined that either of thcsa 
design criteria is being v'olaked 
during operation, accion shall bc 
initiated within 15 ninutes to restore 
operation within prescribe~d lir:i:.  
Surveillance requirements for APR*M 
scram setpoint are given in 
specification 4.1.B.

2. APmm--When the reactor mode sw-itch 
is in the STARTUP POSITION. the 
APRI scrgm shall be set at less 
than or equal to 15% of rated power.  

3, IR&1--The IRM scram shall be set at 
less than r equal to 120/125 of 
full scale.  

B. APRM Rod Block Trio Settinf

The APRI.: Rod block trip settincg 5!_h2 
be:

Amendment No. f, •, 4, 58

1.71ITT114C SAFF"7y Sy!-TVI SETT114C,
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LIMITl 

I.1 FFJFL CLAM tNG VINECRTTY 

or core coolent flow is i-rss 
.than 10% or ruted, the core 

therr.al power shall noL ex

ceed 823 KMit (about 250 oor 

rated thermaZ power).

. henever the reactor is in 
the shutdown condition with 

irradiate-d fuel in the reac

"tor vessel, the water level 
shall not be less than 17.7 

in. above the top of the 

normal active fuel Zone.

L.ThT~rH( sAF1~TY SYTI S1k"II¶TNr

S2.1 1.VEL CLADDIIO It."rrERITY 

SRI (0.66w + 42')

whe rc: 

Rh = Rod block setting is percent 

of. rated thermal power (3293 MWt) 

W = Lo-p recirculation flnu fate 
in percent of ruted (ratcd loop 

recirculalioa flcw rate equ-als 

3L.2 X 20 lb/hr) 

in the event of operatiun with the cor.  

Maximu-, fraction of liMitin. po-.:er density 

(Cý.LD) grczter than fraction of rated 

tbernal pc-:er (Fr?) the set:ing shall be 

'-odificd ai follows: 

S <(0.661,; + 42%) £FP 
RB C-IFLPD

C. Scrar =t is,!.uaticn--' 538 in. ablve 
reactor low water vessel zero levf 

!. Scrar--turbinle stop < 10 percent 

vi!ve clcsure valve closure

E. Scran--turbine 
control valve 

1. Fast closure 

2. Loss of control 
oil Pressure 

F. Scram--low con
denser vacuum

Upon trip of the fast actir.  

solenoid valvet.  

> 550 ps t 

> 23 inches 

Hg vacuum

C. Scram--nain stew, < 10 percent 
line isolation valve closure 

H. Yain steam isolation > 825 psig 
Nalve closure--nuclear system low 
pressure

10
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:. 1 iASFS: •UF.L CLAD I C iNT .CR!TC S,-ETY L74MIT 

The fuel cladding represents one of the physical barriers which saparate radio

active macerials from environa. The incegrity of thio claldi& barrigr is 

related to its relative freedom from perforations or crackin;. Alchotigh some 

corrosion or use-related crack;ing may occur during the lif• of the cladding, 

fission product migration from this source is increcenta1l-- cuaulative and 

continuously measurable. Fuel cladding perfcrations, i coo result from 

therm•z- stresses which occur from reactor operation sigif izatly above design 

conditions a.%d the protect .on system setpoints. W'hile fission product migration from 

cladding performation is just as measurable as that from use-r•l•ted cracking. the 

.hermallyc-€us*d cladding perforations eignal a threshold, be).onr which still 

greater ther.-Al stresses may cause $ross rather tha- increm&ntal. c.ll4dins de-teriora

tion. herefore, the fuel cladding safety limit is defined 'a rtous of the reactar 

operating conditons whic.h ca re3sult in cladding perforation.  

The fuel cladding integrity li-it is set such that no calculated fuel damage would 

oc.ur as a result of an abnoual operational transient. Bectuse fuel dazage 

is nor directly observable, the fuel cladding Safety Limit is defined with margin 

o the conditions which would produce onset cransition boiliag (XC'2R of 1.0).  

¶rlis etablishes a Safety Limit such that the minimum critical p.;4r ratio (MCTR) 

.iz no less than 1,07. MCK > 1.07 represents a conservative C ar giz relative to 

: conditions required to maintain fuel claddim- incegrity.  

ý,-a:c of transition boillng results in a decrea3e in heat transfer from the clad 

,n4, therefore, elevated clad temperature and the possiblity of clad !ailure.  

Since boiling transition is not a directly obser-,able parameter, che margin 

.-j b6olLng transition is calculated from plant operating parae-eterý such as core 

-r core Flow. feedwater temperature, and core poaer distribution. The r 

zor each fuel assembly is characterized by the critical power ratio (CPR) which 

is the ratio of the bundle power which would produce onset of transit~on boiling 

2i,-.ded by the actual bundle power. The mini.u= value of this ratio for any buodle 

,i6 che core is the minimum critical power ratio MUCMR). It is assumed that the 

-.I,.nt operation is controlled to the nominal protective setpolnts via the instru

'.e' variables, i.e. , normal plant oporaCion presented on Figure 2.1.1 by the 

,.I-M I e'"-tC t #flw c-n cr 1i ri,-. •'e Safev Ui'tt QICPR of 1.07)h%1 -,,Uotft 

- c to assure that in the event of an abnorral oPerational transient 

ifrom a normal operiting condition (MCFR > limits specified 

i in specification 3.5.k) more than 99.9% of the fuel 

:.-ds in che core are expected to avoid boiling transizion. The mArgin between 

I -;C.a of 1.0 (onset of transition botling) and the safety limic 1.07 is derived 

!ron a decailed statistizal analysis considering all of the uncirtaiLeies in moni

o-irng the core operating sgcae including uncertaincY in the boiling transition 

as dCescribtd in Reference 1. The un,-ertailties employ•d in deriving 

tha -afeCy Limit are provided at the beginning of each fuel cycle.  

P5 
Amendieflt ,No-A< 46



.1.1 BASES 

Mcause the boiling transition correlation is based on a lzg e quaut:ty o1 full scale data there is a very high confidence that operation of a fuel assembly at the condition of' MCFR =1.07 would not produce boiling transition. Thus, although it Is not required to establish the safety limit additional margin exists between the safety limit and the actual occurence of loss of cladding integrity.  

However, If boiling transition were to occur, clad perforation "iould not be expected. Cladding temperatures would increase to approxi-mately 1100OF which is below the perforation temperature of the cladding material. This has been verified by tests in the General E2ectric Test Reactor (GETR) where fuel similar in design to BFh'P operated above the critical heat flux for a significant period of time (30 minutes) without clad perforation.  

If reactor pressure should ever exceed I400 psia during morz•l power operating (the limit of applicability of the boiling transition correlation) it would be assumed that the fuel cladding integrlty Safety Limit has been violated.  
in addition to the boiling transition limit (MCPR - 1.07) caperation is constrained to a maximum LHGR of 18.5 kw/ft for 7x7 fuel and 13.4 kw/ftfor 8x8.  8x8R, and P8x8R fuel. This limit is reached when the Core Maximum Fraction of Limiting Power Density equals 1.0 (CMFLPD - 1.0). For the c2se where Core Maximum Fraction of LimitinC Power Density exceeds the Fracclon of Rated Thermal Power, operation is permitted only at less than 100: of rated power and only with reduced APRM scram settings as required by specification 
2.l.A.I.  
At pressures below 800 psla, the core elevation pressurae *p (0 paver, 0 flow) is greater than 4.56 psi. At low powers and flows this pressure differential is maintained in the bypass region of the core. Since the pressure drop in the bypass region is essentially all elevation head, the core pressure drop at low powers and flow will always b. greater than 4.56 psi. Analyses show that with a flow of 28)a0O lbs/hr bundle flow, bundle pressure drop is nearly independent of bundle pover and has a value of 3.5 psi. Thus, the bundle flow with a 4 .56 psi driving head will be greater than 28x/0 3 lbs/hr. Full scale ATLAS test data taken at pressures from 14.? psia to 800 psia indicate that the fuel asoembly critical power at this flow is approximately 3.35 4Wt. With the design peaking factors this corresponds to a core thermal power of c.ore than 50,V. Thus, a core thermal power limit of 25% for reactor prebsures below 800 psia is conservative.  

For the fuel in the core during periods when the reactor is shut down, consideration must also be given to water level requirements due t6 the effect of decay heat. If water level should drop below the top of the fuel during this time, the ability to remove decay heat is reduced. This reduction in cooling capahility could lead to elevated cladding temperatures and clad perforation. As long as the fuel remains covered with water, sufficient cooling is available to prevent fuel clad perforation.  

16

Amendment No. 2Z, 3.•, 4•, 58



"The safec) limit has been established at 17.7 in. above the top o( the 

irradiated fuel to provide a point which can be monitored and also pro

vide adequate margin. This point corresponds approximately'to the top 

of the actual fuel assemblies and also to the lower reactor low vwarr 

level trip (378" above vessel zero).  

R. ,R.•.N C 

1. Ceneral Flectric 3R Thermal Analysis Basis (C•ETA3) Data, Correlation 

and Dshi•n Appplicationl, MELO 10958 and HFDE 10958.

Amendment No. 0, 40, 58
17
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B. BAS ES 

1. J. & K. Reactor low wat•r level set point for inituntion of IHPCI and 

RCIC, closin' main sceam Isolation valves, and startiel LPCI 

and core spray pumos.  

These sysce-s maintain adequate coolant inventory and provide core 
cooling with the objective of preventing excessive clad temperatures.  
The design of these systems to adequately perform the intended func
tion is based on the specified low level scram set point and Initia
tion set points. Transient analyses reported in Section 14 of the 
FSAR demonstrate that these conditions result in adequate safety 
margins for both the fuel and the system pressure.  

L. References 

1. Llnford, R. 3., "'Analytical Kethods of Plant Transient Evaluations for 
the General Electric Boiling Water Reactor," NEDO-10802, Feb., 1973.  

2. Generic Reload Fuel Application, Licensing Topical Report 
NEDE-20411-P-A, and Addenda.  

25 
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SRF=TY L`I11T LIHMTING ZJAF1PTY ;Y;T!24 SUTTING

£.2 REACTOR COOL.A.'T SYSTEM INTEGRITY' 

A,.)iea to limits an reactor coolsnt 
s,-:item pressure 

or. lec t ive 

Tv eitsaolsh a LiPit below whlch 
the integrity of the reactor coolant 
eystem is not threatened due to an 
overptesaure condition.  

Spec tificatlon 

A. The pressure at the lowest point 
of the reactor vessel shall not 
exceed 1.375 psu vhenever 
irradiated fuel is in the reac
tot vessel.

4 

Amierdment No. 35 4Z '2 S7

2.2 REACTOR CrJOOJIT SYSTEM INTECRITY 

Applieebi3ity 

Applies to trip settings of the 
instrj.mente and devices which are 
provided to prevent the reactor 
system safety limits from being 
exceeded.  

'To defian the level of the process 
variables at vhich automatic pro
tective action is initiated to 
prevent the pressure safety limit 
from being exceeded.  

Specificatirn 

The limiting safety system settings 
shall be as specified be)ow:

Protective Action 

A. Nuclear system 
safety valves 
open--nuclear 
system pressure 

B. Nuclear system 
relief valves 
open--nuclear 
system pressure 

C. Scram--nuclear 
system high 
pressure

Limiting Safety 
Szyelfte Settin•.  

1250 peig 
+ 13 psi (2 
valves) 

1105 psg + 
11 psi (4 
vs Lves) 

1115 pog + 
11 psi (4 
valves) 

1125 P841 + 
11 psi (3 
valves) 

< 1,05.5 psig

7 
27



1.2 BASES: 

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM INTEGRITY 

The safety limits for the reactor coolant system pressure have been 
selected such that they are below pressures at which it can be shown 
that the integrity of the system is not endangered. However, the 
pressure safety limits are set high enough such that no foreseeable 
circumstances can cause the system pressure to rise over these limits.  
The pressure safety limits are arbitrarily selected to be the lowest 
transient overpressures allowed by the applicable codes, ASME Boiler 
and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, and USAS Piping Code, Section B31.1.  

The design pressure (1,250 psig) of the reactor vessel is established 
such that, when the 10-percent allowance (125 psi) allowed by the ASME 
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section III for pressure transients is 
added to the design pressure, a transient pressure limit of 1,375 psig 
is established.  

Correspondingly, the design pressure (1,148 psig for suction and 1,326 
psig for discharge) of the reactor recirculation system piping are such 
that when the 20-percent allowance (230 and 265 psi) allowed by USAS 
Piping Code, Section B31.1 for pressure transients are added to the design 
pressures, transient pressure limits of 1,378 and 1,591 psig are established.  
Thus, the pressure safety limit applicable to power operation is established 
at 1,375 psig (the lowest transient overpressure allowed by the pertinent 
codes), ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, and USAS Piping 
Code, Section B31.1.  

The current cycle's safety analysis concerning the most severe abnormal 
operational transient resulting directly in a reactor coolant system 
pressure increase is given in the supplemental reload licensing submittal 
for the current cycle. The reactor vessel pressure code limit of 1,375 psig 
given in subsection 4.2 of the safety analysis report is well above the 
peak pressure produced by the overpressure transient described above.  
Thus, the pressure safety limit applicable to power operation is well above 
the peak pressure that can result due to reasonably expected overpressure 
transients.  

Higher design pressures have been established for piping within the reactor 
coolant system than for the reactor vessel. These increased design pressures 
create a consistent design which assures that, if the the pressure within 
the reactor vessel does not exceed 1,375 psig, the pressures within the 
piping cannot exceed their respective transient pressure limits due to 
static and pump heads.  

The safety limit of 1,375 psig actually applies to any point in the reactor 
vessel; however, because of the static water head, the highest pressure 
point will occur at the bottom of the vessel. Because the pressure is not 
monitored at this point, it cannot be directly determined if this safety limit 
has been violated. Also, because of the potentially varying head level and 
flow pressure drops, an equivalent pressure cannot be apriori determined for a 

28

Amendment No. 0, 58
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1.2 BASES 

pressure monitor higher in the vessel. Therefore; following any transient 

that is severe enough to cause concern that this safety limit was violated, 

a calculation will be performed using all available information to deter

mine if the safety limit was violated.  

REFERENCES 

i. Plant Safety Analysis (BFNP FSAR Section 14.0) 

2. ASEI Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section III 

3. USAS Piping Code, Section B31.1 

4. Reactor Vessel and Appurtenances Mechanical Design (BFNP FSAR 

Subsection 4.2) 

29

Amendment No. •, I, 58



S<7 2.2 BASES: / 

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTDM INTEGRITY 

The pressure relief system for each unit at the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant 

has been sized to meet two design bases. First, the total safety/relief 

valve capacity has been established to meet the overpressure protection 

criteria of the ASME Code. Second, the distribution of this required 

capacity between safety valves and relief valves has been set to meet 

design basis 4.4.4-1 of subsection 4.4 which states that the nuclear 

system relief valves shall prevent opening of the safety valves during 

normal plant isolations and load rejections.  

The details of the analysis which shows compliance with the ASME Code 

requirements is presented in subsection 4.4 of the FSAR and the Reactor 

Vessel Overpressure Protection Summary Technical Report submitted in 

response to question 4.1 dated December 1, 1971.  

To meet the safety design basis, thirteen safety-relief valves have been 

installed on unit 2 with total capacity of 84.2% of nuclear boiler 

rated steam flow. The analysis of the worst overpressure transient, 

(3-second closure of all main steam line isolation valves) neglecting the 

direct scram (valve position scram) results in a maximum vessel pressure 

which, if a neutron flux scram is assumed considering one relief valve 

is inoperable, -has adequate margin to the code allowable over
pressure limit of 1375 psig. To meet the operational design basis, the 

total safety-relief capacity of 84.2% of nuclear boiler rated has been 

divided into 70% relief (11 valves) and 14.2% safety (2 valves). The 

analysis of the limiting plant isolation transient is presented in the 

supplemental reload licensing submittal for the current cycle. This 

analysis shows that 10 of 11 relief valves limit pressure at the safety 

valves to avalue which is below the setting of the safety valves. There

fore, the safety valves will not open. This analysis shows that peak 

system pressure is limited to a value which is well below the allowed 

vessel overpressure of 1375 psig.  

30

Amendment No. •, 40, 58



TABlE 3-2.F 

survoAllance ltilt)trumentat Ion

(D 
:3 

0b 

0-O

2

TnsitruneziL # 

112m4 - 76 - 104

Instrumentc 

Dryiiell and'Torus 
Hydrogen 
Concent rat ion

Type Indicutlon 

0. 1 - 2q4

Pdl-64-1 37 
Pd [-64-130

Drywall to Suppresalon 
Chamber Dif ferential 
pressure-

Indicator 
0 to 2 paid

(1) (2) (5)

minliaiiu # of 
Oparable Tauti-xiuent 

Cfluie~l*s

-4 
to

Not.esa 

(1)

2

1.



NcKrS FOR TA3L. 3.2.F 

C1) from and .4ter the date that one of these pwameters is reduced to 
one indication, continued operation is permissible during the 
auceeeding thirty days unless such instrumentation is sooner made 
operable.  

(2) From and after the date that one of these parameters is -¶tot indi
cated in the control room, continued operation is permissible 
during the succeeding seven days unless such instrumetAtion is 
sooner mrde operable.  

(3) If the requirements of notes (1) and (2) cannic be met, either 
the requirements of 3.5.H shall be complied with oc an orderly 
shutdown shall be initiazed and the reactor shall be in a Cold 
Condition within 24 hours.  

(4) TMese surveillance InsWtruMets are considered to be redundant to 
esch other.  

(5) If the requirements of notes (I) and (2) cannot be met, and if 
one of the indications cannot be restored in six (6) hours, an 
orderly :shutdown shall be initiated And the reactor shall be in 
a Cold Shutdown within 24 hours.

so



ý .2 
3/4.3 BASES: 

does provide the operator with a visual indication-of neutron level.  

The consequences of reactivity accidents are functions of the initial 

neutron flux. The requirement of at least 3 counts per second assures 

that any tragsient, should it occur, begins at or above the initial 

value of 10 of rated power used in the analyses of transients from 

cold conditions. One operable SRM channel would be adequate to monitor 

the approach to criticality using homogeneous patterns of scattered 

control rod withdrawal. A minimum of two operable SRM's are provided 

as an added conservatism.  

5. The Rod Block Monitor (RBM) is designed to automatically 

prevent fuel damage in the event of erroneous rod withdrawal 

from locations of high power density during high per level 

operation. Two RBM channels are provided, and one of these may 

be bypassed from the console for maintenance and/or testing.  

Automatic rod withdrawal blocks from one of the channels will 

block erroneous rod withdrawal soon enough to prevent fuel 

damage. The specified restrictions with one channel out of 

service conservatively assure that fuel damage will not occur 

due to rod withdrawal errors when this condition exists.  

A limiting control rod pattern is a pattern which results in 

the core being on a thermal hydraulic limit, (i.e., MCPR given 

by Specification 3.5.k or LHGR of 18.5 kw/ft for 7 x 7 or 13.4 for 

8 x 5, 8 x 8R & P8 x 8R fuel). During use of such patterns, it is 

judged that testing of the RBM system prior to withdrawal 

of such rods to assure its operability will assure that improper 

withdrawal does not occur. It is normally the responsibility 

of the Nuclear Engineer to identify these limiting patterns and 

the designated rods either when the patterns are initially 

established or as they develop due to the occurrence of inoperable 

control rods in other than limiting patterns. Other personnel 

qualified to perform these functions may be designated by the 

plant superintendent to perform these functions.  

Scram Insertion Times 

The control rod system is designated to bring the reactor subcritical 

at the rate fast enough to prevent fuel damage: i.e., to prevent the 

MCPR from becoming less than 1.07. The limiting power transient is 

given in Reference 1. Analysis of this transient shows that the 

negative reactivity rates resulting from the scram with the average 

response of all the drives as given in the above specification provide 

the required protection, and MCPR remains greater than 1.07.  

On an early BWR, some degradation of control rod scram performance 

occurred during plant startup and was determined to be caused by 
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poat 1ulate atweriAl ('pro'hably eonstru&tlof9 ~Jebris) p"ij..Zing an 
Intrnsl control rod drive filter. The design of the present 
control rod drive (Model 7UID1443) Is gro-sly improved by the 
relocRtir'n ftf the f IlIter to a )a-anon out~ of the scrams drive 
path': I.e.. It eAn tit, lvna-r interfere wit n *cram perforsance.  
even I*, r~mplctely blocked.  

T he dr.rrxde4 pert omeance of the original drive (CRD7R3144A) 
undet dirtyv operAt1n6 conditions and the Insensitivity of the 
redral-gmed drive t'CVRIMElB) has been der~onstrated by a 
sertoa! oe gimepri teats under simulatee reactor operating 
cond.rlons The oucce~s!L; performance Q! the new drive under 

Scluall operating condricone has also beer. demonotrated by 
ennm stert- *Y oor in-,s-rv:ze tebt resvltp ror plants usin'; the 
nev Iryc a~nd =AN be Irterred fry-- PlAltia YsimR the older modte 
Jiny with A inodified tlarster scream size, internal filter which 
iz I-sa prone re plu;F.nm. Oata has been~ do '~ented by svrvetil
l1anc. repcr-te in. at o;'eratl-. pramteL These Lzcbude 
Oyster Creck, .Konticelle, L)resden 2 and Dieeden 3. Approxizately 
50C: drive tests have boar. recorded toa date.  

To:r'vlng Idonti!lIstlon of the 'pluggedf!11rer" problee., very 
fre;.cnt acrsa tcesr w,*re necesn,-ry to enfi~rr proper performan-o..  
However, the more ftreueot scrar tests are now considered tota:.'y 
unn~eesnari and ý.nvtae fe: the Cf)'Lovin; reasons: 

1. Crratlc scrar. perfo:=&;ict h&2 been iemtifled as due Lo an 
obatr~jcted drive flle- in type "A" drives. The drives in 
3rt- are of the flew "B" type de&siZn wh~se MC-,= pQ(CrtoMAnCC 
to unaffectee by filter condl~tion.  

2. The d *rr T lod I r prrI ný 711y re'Ae a a e d-;r I ipst A, ci of the 
reactor when the rcactor and itt GS~arnaJ Are first ,gjbccnced 
to flows and prean-tre and PIhern-ji atrettses. Special &auer%
tion and Mett-iree * ro now being taken to a~.Rure cleancr 
syetere,. Resctorx with dr4.ves idcntit-s! or slinlar (shorter 
letroke. semali'tr pit-:or. areas) have operated through mtany, 
refueling eyre le w~th no sudden. or errAtic chang~es in scram 
'erfor-tance. This preapieration.~l an-_ #tartup tesnt'rq is 
i uffic~ent to detect anomirlaus Orive pezformsnct.  

3. he 72-hour nutage limitt which lnlriaced the #:art of' the 
'requent acrtit tentim; is arbitrary, having no logical basis 
at her thAn q%, nt Ifvlng a .. aior outrage" which might reasona
bly be causedl by an event &o aeiere as to possiblyv a!fect 
drive rterfor,'.Ance. This reqjireenent is unwise because it 
provide~e arn Incentive for shortcut. actions to hasten returrIi-1, 
o. n line" to avoid the additional tearing due j 72-hour. out&;..,
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The .Prveillance requirement for scram testing of all the 

c€ntrol roJs after each refueling outage and 101 of the control 

rods at 16-week Intervals IP adequate for determining the opera

btlity of the control rod system yet is not so frequent as to 

cause excessive wear on the control rod system components.  

The numerIcal values assigned to the predicted scram perfor

mance are based on the analysis of date from other BWR's with 

control rod drives the same as those on browns rerry Nuclear 
Plant.  

The occurrence of scram times wichin the liuitte, but signifi

cantly lonrer than the average, should be viewed as an indica

tion of asytematic problem with control rod drives especially 

It the nurber of drives exhibiting such scram tines exceeds 

eight, the allowable number of inoperable rods.  

In the analytical treatment of the transients. 390 milliseconds 
are allowed between a neutron sensor reaching the scram point 
and the start of negative reactivity insertion. This is ode
quate and conservative when compared to the typically observed 
tine delay of about 270 milliseconds. Approximately 70 milli

mecondn after neutron flux reaches the trip point, the pilot 

scram valve solenoid power supply voltage goes to zero an 
approxicately 200 milliseconds later, control rod notion begins.  

The 200 mtlliseconds are included in the allowable scram inser
tion times specified in Specification 3.3.C.  

* In order to perform scram time testing as required 

by specification 4.3.C.1, the relaxation of certain 

restraints in the rod sequence control system is 

required. Individual rod bypass switches may be.  

used as described in specification 4.3.C.l.  

The position of any rod bypassed must be known to 
be in accordance with rod withdrawal sequence.  

Bypassing of rods in the manner described in 
specification 4.3.C.1 will allow the subsequent 

withdrawal of any rod scrammed in the 100 percent to 

50 percent rod density groups; however, it will 

maintain group notch control over all rods in the 

50 percent density to preset power level range. In 

addition, RSCS will prevent movement of rods in the 

50 percent density to preset power level range until 

the scrammed rod has been withdrawn.  
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3.3/4.4 BASES: 

D. Reactivity Anomalies 

During each fuel cycle excess operative reactivity 
varies as fuel depletes and as any burnable poison 
in supplementary control is burned. The magnitude 
of this excess reactivity may be inferred from the 
critical rod configuration. As fuel burnup pro

gresses, anomalous behavior in the excess reactivity 
may be detected by comparison of the critical rod 
pattern at selected base states to the predicted 
rod Inventory at that state. Power operating base 
conditions provide the most sensitive and directly 
interpretable data relative to core reactivity.  
Furthermore, using power operating base conditions 
permits frequent reactivity comparisons.  

Requiring a reactivity comparison at the specified 
frequency assures that a comparison will be made 
before the core reactivity change exceeds 1% A/H 
Deviations in core reactivity greater than lZdk are 
not expected and require thorough evaluation. One 
percent reactivity into the core would not lead to 
transients exceeding design conditions of the reactor 
SVstem.  

References 
1. Generic Reload Fuel Application, Licensing Topical 

Report, NEDE-24011-P-A, and Addenda.
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'TINC CO- ' T I()NS FOR OPFRATCON 

.I Mtintenan:e oa Filled Ptcharg," Pire 

"-e suction of the RCIC and iTCI pumps 

s&I be eilIgned to the condernsate 

s.ornge tank, and the pressure ,uppres

s on chaobor head tank shall, normally 

bc aligned to serve the disrhnrge piping 
of th•"e FU{I mnd CS ptuT's. Th conden ate 

he-fti tnnk may be used to s *r," he P•J

tun] C.2, dt-tchargp piping if the P.C head 
trOk 1s unavailable. 'Fn'! prz.;.-e 
trdtcmtors on the difccheLrge of the RKH 

azi. CS ptzmps shall indicate not less 
thin listel be1ow.  

P1-75-20 48 psig 
PI-75-L5 L8 psig 
Irl-74- 51 43 23ig 

P1- 7l-• h r's g 

I. Av-L 2.I.a_,r Linear Heat Generation 

Pu- inf steadv st.ate power operation, the 

Ma. imum Average Planar Heat Generation 
Rate (MAPLHGR) for each type of fuel as 

a function of average planar exposure 

shall not exceed the limiting value of 
Tal les 3.5.I-l.-2.-3.-4. and -5.  
Tf at any (ime during operation it is 

-.de ermined1 b norma.l surveillance that 

th, l]i itfng, value fet AP111CR is being 
ex Peded. ation sh.'ll be initiated with
in 15 .inurrg to ro'ttore operation to 

-I unn the prescribed limits. If the 
API 1GR is nor returned to within the 
proscribed I11it- within two (2) hours, 
the reactor shil" he brought to the Cold 
".,,titdown conr!' .on -ithin 36 hours.  
Sur.'eillanc" and corresponding action 
shall continue until reactor operation 
ig -,irhin the ,rescribed linlts.

f. Lin-ar Heat ',neration Rate (LiG?) 
Dur ng steady state power operation, th 

lin-ar heat generation rate (LHGR) of 
any rod in ar'," f.,el assembly at any 

axi 1i locartun shall not e.<ceed the 
mAx Mum allowabile I.1GR as calculated by 

the follnwting ,quation:

Amendment No. •, A, 58
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4.5.11 Mainreno ice of Filled DtochaF_2 Pi:,

1. Every month prior to the t rt1t3X 

of the RýFRS (LPCI and Contai'.m=e.

Spray) and core spray systen-,3 tn,# 

discharge piping of these systems 

shall be vented from the high potnt 

and water flov determined.

2. FollowIng any period where the EYCI 

or core spray systems have not been 

required to be operable, the'dis
charge-piping of-the inoperabls sys 

tm shall be vented from the high 
point prior to the return of the 

system to service.

3. Whenever the KPCI or RCTC systi- ij 
lined up to take suction frou the 
condensate storage tank. the dis
charge piping of the HPCI and RVIC 
shall be vented from the high point 
of the system and vater flcw obserie,' 
on a monthly basis.  

4. When the RIRS and the CSS art re'
quired to be operablP. thz prc-ssu-e 
iqdicators which monitor the dis

charge lines shall be monitored 
daily and the pressure recorded.  

1, Maxlmum Averaze Planar Linear Meat 7e.1le'
tion Rate (OPLNLGR) 

The W{APLHGR for each type of f'.-el -, a N.'c
tion of average planar exposure shall be 
deter-mined daily during reactor operation 
at > 25Z rated thermal power.  

J. Linear Heat Generation Rate (LHGR) 

The LHGR as a function of ccre .  

he checked daily durLni reactor ct'eratLon at 
> 23% rated therntal power.

/6?
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LIMITING CONDITI0.�. FOR OPEF.ATION SUR .LLANC� R�QUIR.�F.NTS ¶

Lll1(;R max < LI!C1 ' R,1 - (AP/P)m., (L/LT) I 
LUGRd = Design LIIGR = 18. kW/ft for 7 x7 fuel 

= 13.4 kW/ft for 8x8, 
8x8R, and P8x8R fuel 

(AP/P) = Maximum power spiking penalty 
max = 0.026 for 7x7 fuel 

= 0.022 for 8x8,8x8R,and P8x8R fuel

LT Total core length - 12.0 ft for 7x7 & 8x8 
= 12.5 ft for 8x8R & P8x8R 

L= Axial position above bottom of core 

If at any time during operation it is deter.  
mined by normal surveillance that the limiting 
valua for LHGR is being exceeded, action shall 
be initiated within 15 minutes to restore 
operation to within the prescribed limits.  
If the LHGR is not returned to within the 
prescribed limits within two (2) hours, the 
reactor shall be brought to the Cold Shutdown 
condition within 36 hours. Surveillance and 
corresponding action shall continue until 
reactor operation is within the prescribed 
limits.  

K. Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR) 

The MCPR operating limit for BFNP 2 cycle 4 is 
1.32 for 7X7, 1.27 for 8X8, 8x8R, and P8x8R 
fuels. These limits apply to steady state po
wer operation at rated power and flow, For 
core flows other than rated, the MCPR shall 
be greater than the above limits times Kf.  
KE is the value shown in Figure 3.5.2.  

If'at any tt.me during operation 
It is determined by normal surveillance that 
the lirdting value for MCPR is being exceeded, 
action shall be initiated within 15 minutes to 
restore operation to within the prescribed 
limits. If the steady state MCPR is not 
returned to within the prescribed limits within 
two (2) hours, the reactor shall be brought to 
the CoLd Shutdown condit!on wuichin 36 hours.  
Surveillance and corresponding action shall 
ronntnu.e tnt tl trv-.:tvr operation IS Within 
the prpscrtbed ltmItsq.  

It any of the iijjmi ing Vatvag identified it% 
Spec'(Icat1,n- 3.5.1, J. or K are exceeded an4 
the specified remedial action is taken, the 
event shall be logged and reported in a 30-day 
written report.

K. Minimum Critical Power Ratir 
(HCPR) 

MCPR shall be determined dAily 
during reactor pow.r operation at 
) 25% rated thermal Fower and fol
Yowing aniy chanbe in power level or 
diatributior that would cauae opers 
tfo-a with a limiting control rod 
pattern as described in the bases f c 
Specification 3.3.

Amendment No. M, AA, 58
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). 5 RA5SY - --.•_ __'.  

3.5.G Automatic ?epresuuri:atton System (ADS) 

Tkis specificatlon ensures the operability of the ADS under alU condi
tions for which the depreseuriTacion of the nuclear syster ts &a eseen
tLal response to station abnorwAlities.  

The nuclear system pressure relief system provides automatic nucler 
system depressurizatlon for* small breaks in the nuclear system so that 
the low-pressure coolant injection (LPCI) and the core spray subrysytm 
Can oporote to protect the fuel barrier. Note that this specifitation 
applies only to the automatic feature of the pressure relief system.  

Spocitlcation 3.6.D specifies the requirements for the pressure rali4f 
fructioni of the valves. It is possible for any number of the valves 
aeirgned to the ADS to be Lnespable of performing their ADS functions 
hecause of instrumancation failures yet be fully ctoable of perfolrmina 
their preesure relief function.  

Because the sucomAtic depressurizntlon system does not provide mAkeup to 
.the reactor primary vessel, no roedit is taken for the @team coolin$ of 
the corr caused by the system actuation to provide further conservatisa 
to thbe Mco 

With two ADS valves known to be incapable of automatic operation, four 
valves remain operable to perform their AIDS function. The ECCS loss
of-coolant accident analyses for small line breaks assumed that fou 
of the six ADS valves were operable. Reactor operation with three ADS 
valves inoperable Is allowed to continue for seven days provided 
that the HPCI system is demonstrated to be operable. Operation with 
more than three of the six ADS valves inoperable is not acceptable.
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.. H %4a irtcnV~ncc- of Fl 11ltd ni"C S ~c~rtefl 

If Cho. d~ciag PiPing of the core Ispray. LPCI, HPCIS, an~d RCICS are notc 

fill*4, a vat('r hsum04 cAn develop' in this pipinri '4han the puzmp and/or 

rug;ýqp Are startdd. To minlotize dAmsec to the dischixet Piring and to enxiu-c 

9"4 MAR~in In tt~e operationl of these systeimi, this TechmiitiI SpeCVifitatiO 

r~trcmthe d1schArp~e lints to b- filled wjheniever the oyotem l Im ram~ 

0'"er#'b1e condi'tionl. It a discharge pip~e ii' not filled, the puap5 th.it gu~i 

thmar itne mu~r be assumed to be inoperAble for Technical S~cifi1catiofl p-ur 

The core sprAy and RHR system1 di~tchirtet pipfna high poinc v~ent t~s visually 

checkc-d for w'.itcr flow once A-m onth prior to reitirng to ensure that the 

lift'*% Are filled. The vistail checking~ will avoid St~Artint the core'I spray 

RIMP eyacem With a~ dischar~e linc noL filled. In addition to the %Asui~l 

ob-eery ti~on and to ensure a filled d.iacha~rge line other than prior to te~t'ng, 

a, preactire suppressionl cha~mber hem-d ta~nk is located approzirjktely 20 faet abc-' 

tha ditchtrge line highpoiflt to s-upply makeup water for theme sritemA. 7n 

condtn~te hem.i tank lo~cated apyproxi.2atelT 100 feet abovia the Alscharge Iv 

point serrez as a backu.p charging "sytem vhern the pre~isur'e supprensioe..n e 

hedad tank is not in ver-rice. System discharge pressure imndicators a-rq- u-Aedý 

determinfe the water leyel sbove the discharge line hIngh ;cint. The ind-icator!" 

vil-irefl.ect approximatelY 30 psig for a waiter level at tbe h14;L pon azd ý 

puig for a water level in the preessweffup-press ion chaewbar bet-d taz-1 and &rf 

itored dAlly to esu~re that the discharge lines &re fifle'1.  

When In their nor'mll mtAmcihv condition, the !stction for the 11?C1 -ind RCIC 

Imu c ll'lltthcod'sacsovE .-ink, which is phyiic~illy ic 

hip.her eievAtirnn chAn the iirf't5 and RCICS pininr. This a-vizre-3 CtAt thi- WC 

ara RCIC~ dixcha.rge pipinf. rornain5 filled. Furthert assurance Is r~rnvtiieo b', 

6bbsrvinVt wnte~r flow froe' theie systems high points -onthly.  

M51. laximum I/varaje 7liiiAr UinarI Host-Canerstian Rit4 (XAPLUZXI 

This specificationl *s~urcs chat the peak cl.zdding tcop~aracu.re follz'ing tho 

postulxted design b.2siS 100-Of-.COOlAflC accident vill not exceed the 

limit specified in the 1OCFR5O.46, Appendix K.  

The peask c1.idding temperature folloo~n: a P~o~tUlAted lC13-Of-COOlAnt acs!

dent la prim.arily ai function of the average heat generationl r~itc of all cth 

rods of a ficl assembly at any axial1 location And is only &zpcndcnýt jecor.-A 

arily on ch': rod co rod pow'er d1ictribution withiq in asse.-bly. Since zo

pocted local variations In poqicr di:ztribut~iof within ai fuel a~sen~:dily Affecc 

th* ca~lcujla-:cd pt-ok Clad temperAcure by lcss tho.n 4 20OF relAtivte to the 

P*Ak tcmp~r.jtuvcC for a typicAl fucl Jcsign, the lim~it on the 3vcrjre lin"a 

Losat acneraztior rAte 13 SUtffi~int to Assure C'i~t calculatcd .prtrC 

are within the 10CFR50O Appendix K limit. The limiting value for MAPLHGP is 

shown in Tables 3.5.1-1,-2,-3,-4,. &-5. Th'e h-:&,IEyses Z l tf~ 

limiting 76-lues is presented in re'ference 4.  
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3. 5'J. Li1neAr Heat Ccnetat_ , Rate L7.11CR) 

T1..is opecification &ssures tilst the linear heat gencr~tion rate In any rod 

is less than tho desi~n Iineat bent ecneration If fuel pellet denAification 
is postulated. Tlic pover spike peiialty specified is based oti tht.- tntfl
ysis prrý,Pntod in Section 3.2.1 of Reference 1 as modiftid in References 
2 and 3, and assuntes a linvnrly increasiniC varfation Iii axdial. gaips be

.tvecn core bottom and top, and ass~ures with'a 95% cotifidcsice, that iio -more 
thin one fuel rod CXteeds the denie¶ l1iiwau heat gencration rate due to power 
spiking:. The LUCK as a functlon of care hecight shal1l be checked daily dur
Ing, reactor operation at > 25% power to determine if fuel burnup. or con
trol rod movuiment his caused changes in power distributloo., For LHCR to be 
a li~atittng value below 25% rated thcrmal PO'er, the R factor would have to be 

li-ss than 0.241 which Is precludcd by a considerable m~argin when employing 
anipcrvaissiblc' control- rod pattern.  

3.5.K. Xtn±i~m Critical Powder Ratio (MCPR) 

At core thLerual pcower levels less than or equal to 25Z. the reactor-will be 
op.'rating at minimum recirculation ptunp speed and the moderator votd content: 
will be ver.7 smail. For all designated control rod Patterns which maay be em.
Pioyfed at this point, operating plant experience and thermal hydraulic'anal
Yale L-1dicated that the resulting MCPR value is in e~xcess of requirevent,.  
by a coingiderable margin, With this low void content, any inadvertent core 
flow fncrease would only place operation in a more conservative maode rela
tive to HCPR. The daily req~uirement for calculating **CPR above 252 rated thermal 
Pow-r 'a sufficient since Fo~~r distribution shifts are very 810%P when there 
have not been significant power or control rod changes. The requirement for 
calcylating X'CR when a lioiting control rod Pattern is approached eneures that 
HG'R will be known following a change In power or power s;Kape (regardless of 
in-spitude) that could Place operation at a thermal lmt 

3.5jL Reparttng~ Requirements 

The LCO's associated with monitoring the fuel rod operating conditinins are 
required to be met at all times, i.e., there is na allowable time in which 
the Plant can knov-ingly exceed the limiting value.; for MAPUCR, L~rR, anid 
MCrr,. It lo a requirement, as stated in Specifications ... jen..  
that if at any tize during steady state pover operaticn, i: is determined 
that the limiting values for X.A-PLHGR. LEGR. or HCPR are exceeeda action. is 
then initiated to restore operation to within the prescribed limits. 7This 
sctioG is initiated as soon as normal surveillance Ineicates that an operating !.Th'
it hag been reached. E~ach event involving steady Zt2Ce oper~tion beyon~d a specified 
limit shall be logged and reported quarterly. It must tie reccgnized thzt.  
there is always an action which would return any of the parameters (.4APU(GR, 
UICR. or HCFR) to within prescribed limits, namely power reduction. Under.  
most circumstances, this will not be the only alternative.  

1. "Fuel ')ens1ifcation Etffects on Gen~eral Electric Boizi:g Waze:aaro 
Fuel," Supplements 6, 7, and 8. N-EtV'-10735, August 19?3.  

.2. Supplement I to Tech 'nical Report on Densificacloas of Genera.l 
Electric Veactor Fuels, December 14, 1974 (VSA Ragulacory Staff).  

3. Coousnic~Ation: V. A. Moore to 1. S. Mitchell, "Mocifled GF hodel 

4.for Fujel Densificaticin," Docket 50-r321; March 27,.1974, 

Generic Reload Fuel Application, Licensing Topical 
Report, NEDE-24011-P-A, and Addenda.  
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Core and Contaliment CoolinR Systems StrveLlla,.-c Frequencies 

The te sting interval for the core and containmenr .jling systems Is based 
4m industry practice, quantitative reliability analysis. judgement and 
practicality. The core cooling systems have not been designed to be fully 
testable during operation. For example, in the case of the IIPCI, outomatic 
Initiation during power operation would result in pumping cold water into 
the reactor vessel vhich is not desirable. Complete ADS testing during 
power operation causes an undesirable loss-of-coolant inventory. To increase 
the availability of the core and containment cooling system, the components 
which make up the system; i.e., instrumentation, pumps, valves, etc., are 
tested frequently. The pumps and motor operated injection valves are also 
tested each month to assure their operability. A simulated automatic actua
tion test once each cycle combined with monthly tests of the pamps and injec
tion valves is deemed to be adequate testing of these systems.  

When componeuts and subsystems are out-of-service, overall core and contain
ment coolinr. reliahility Is maintained by demonstrating the operability of 
thc remaining equipment. The decrec of operability to be demonstrated depends 
on the nature of the reason for the out-of-service equipment. For routine 
out-of-service periods caused by preventative maintenance, etc., the pump and 
vAlve operability checks will be performed to demonstrate operability of the 
remaining components. However, if a failure, design deficiency, cause the 
outage, then the demonstration or operability should he thorough enough to 
assure that a generic problem does not exist. For example, if an out-of
service period was caused by failure of a pump to deliver rated capacity 
due to a design deficiency, the other pumps of this type might be subjected 
to a flow race test in addition to the operability checks.  

Whenever a CSCS system or loop is made inoperable because of a required 
tent or calibration, the other CSCS systems or loops that are required to be 
operable shall be considered operable if they are within the required surveil
lance testing frequency and there Is no reason to suspect-they are inoperable.  
If the function, syntem, or loop under test or calibration is found inoperable 
or exceeds the trip level uetring, the LCO and the required surveillance 
testing for the system or loop ohdll apply.  

Redundant operable components are subjecred ta increased testing during equip
sent out-of-Aervice times. This adds further conservatism and increases 
assurance thpt adequate cooling is available should the need arise.  

lax~iaum Average Planar LHCR, LHCF., and MCPR 

The WAPLHGR, LMGR, and MCPR shall be checked daily to determine if fuel bernup, 
or control rod movement has caused changes in power distribution. Since changes 
due to burnup are slow, and only a few control rods are moved daily, a daily 
chock of power distribution is adequate.
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TABLE 3.5.1-5 

MAPLHGR VERSUS AVERAGE PLANAR EXPOSURE 

Fuel Type: 8DRB284 and P8DRB284

AVER-GE PLA.NAR 
EXPOSURE 
(nM / t)

200 

1,000 

5,000 

10,000 

15,000 

* 20,000 

25,000 

30,000

MAPLHGR 
(kW/ft)

11.2 

11.3 

11.8 

12.0 

12.0 

11.8 

11.2 

10.8
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PCT 
(OF) 

1685 

1667 

1671 

1647 

1669 

1672 

1633 

1596
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3.6 /1 SE6 

detected ren•sonably in a matter of few hours utilizing the available 

leakage detection schemes, and if the origin cannot be determined in a 
reasonably short time the unit should be shut 'down to allot4 further 
investigation and corrective action.  

The total leakage rate consists of all leakage, identified and unidenti
fied, which flows to the drywell floor drain and equipment drain surps.  

The capacity of the drywell floor sump pump is 50 gpm and the capacity 
of the dryvell ecuip-ient sump pump is al.so 50 Epm. Removal of 25 gpm 
from either of these sumps can be accomplished with considerable margin.  

REr r2&.C~ES 

1. Nuclear System Leakage Rate Limits (BFIN.P FSAR Subsection 4.10) 

3.6.D/li.6.D Spfety end Relief Valves 

The safety and relief valves are required to be operable above the pres
sure (105 psig) at which the core spray systems is not desiGned to delivcr 
full flow. The pressure relief system for each unit at the Browns Ferry.  
Nuclear Plant has been sized to meet two design bases. First, the total 
safety/relief valve car-city has been established to meet the overpress:rc 
protecticn criteria of the ASM Code. Scond, the distribution of this 

required capacity between safety valves and relief valves has been set to 
meet design basis h.h.4-1 of subsection 4.4 which states that the nuclear 
cystem relief valves shall prevent opening of the safety valves during 
normol plant isolations and load rejections.  

The details of the analysis which shows compliance, as modified by Reference L 
with the ASK'E Code requirements is presented in subsection 4.4 of the FSAR and 
the Rcactor Vessel Overpressure Protection Su.mmary Technical Report submitted 
in Amendment 22 in response to question 4.1 dated December 6, 19TI 

To meet the safety design basis, thirteen safety-relief valves have been 
installed on unit 2 with total capacity of 84.2% of nuclear boiler 
rated steam flow. The analysis of the worst. overpressure transient, 
(3-second closure of all main steam line isolation valves) neglecting the 
direct scram (valve position scram) results in a maximum vessel pressure 
which, if a neutron flux scram is assumed considering one relief valve 
is inoperable, -has adequate margin to the code allowable over
pressure limit of 1375 psig. To meet the operational design basis, the 
total safety-relief capacity of 84.2% of nuclear boiler rated has been 
divided into 70% relief (11 valves) and 14.2% safety (2 valves). The 
analysis of the limiting plant isolation transient is presented in the 
supplemental reload licensing submittal for the current cycle. This 
analysis shows that 10 of 11 relief valves limit pressure at the safety 
valves to a value which is below the setting of the safety valves. There
fore, the safety valves will not open. This analysis shows that peak 
system pressure is limited to a value which is well below the allowed 
vessel overpressure of 1375 psig.  
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3.6/4.6 BASS:

Experience in relief and safety valve operation shows that a testing of 
50 percent of the valves per year is adequate to detect failures or 
deteriorations. The relief and safety valves are benchtested every 
second operating cycle to ensure that their set points are within the 
± I percent tolerance. The relief valves are tested in place once per 
operating cycle to establish that they will open and pass steam.  

The requirements established above apply when the nuclear system can be 
pressurized above ambient conditions. These requirements are applicable 
at nuclear system pressures below normal operating pressures because 
abnormal operational transients could possibly start at these conditions 
such that eventual overpressure relief would be needed. However, these 
transients are much less severe, in terms of pressure, than those starting 
at rated conditions. The valves need not be functional when the vessel 
head is removed, since the nuclear system cannot be pressurized.  

REFERENCES 

1. Nuclear System Pressure Relief System (BFNP FSAR Subsection 4.4) 

2. Amendment 22 in response to AEC Question 4.2 of December 6, 1971.  

3. 'Protection Against Overpressure" (ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel 
Code, Section III, Article 9) 

4. Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Design Deficiency Report--Target Rock 
Safety-Relief Valves, transmitted by J. E. Gilleland to F. E. Kruesi, 
August 29, 1973.  

5. Generic Reload Fuel Application, Licensing Topical 
Report, NEDE-24011-P-A, and Addenda.  

3.6.t/4.6.E Jet Pumps 

Failure of a jet pump nozzle assembly holddown mechanism, nozzle assembly 
and/or riser, would increase the cross-sectional flow area for blowdown 
following the design basis double-ended line break. Also, failure of the 
diffuser would eliminate the capability to reflood the core to two-thirds 
height level following a recirculation line break. Therefore, if a failure 
occurred, repairs must be made.  

The detection technique is as follows. With the two recirculation pumps 
balanced in speed to within + 5 percent, the flow rates in both recircula
tion loops will be verified by control room monitoring instruments. If the 
two flow rate values do not differ by more than 10 percent, riser and nozzle 
assembly integrity has been verified.  
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LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

3.7 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS 

H. Containment Atmosphere 
Monitoring (CAM) System,-
H 2 Analyzer 

1. Whenever the reactor is 
not in cold shutdown, two 
independent gas analyzer 
systems shall be operable 
for monitoring the drywell 
and the torus.  

2. With one hydrogen analyzer 
inoperable, restore at 
least two hydrogen 
analyzers to OPERABLE 
status within 30 days or 
be in at least HOT 
SHUTDOWN within the next 
24 hours.  

3. With no hydrogen analyzer 
OPERABLE the reactor 
shall be in HOT SHUTDOWN 
within 24 hours.

4.7 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS 

H. Containment Atmosphere 
Monitoring (CAM) System -

H2. Analyzer 

1. Each hydrogen analyzer 
system shall be demon
strated OPERABLE at 
least once per quarter 
by performing a CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION using standard 
gas samples containing 
a nominal eight volume 
percent hydrogen balance 
nitrogen.  

2. Each hydrogen analyzer 
system shall be demonstrated 
OPERABLE by performing 
a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL 
TEST monthly.

Amendment No. A, 58
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TABLE 3...A 
PR14ARY C0NTAINNIEYT ISOLATION VALVES 

Nunber of Power aimnAction on 
Operated Valves Operating Nlorm~al Initiating 

ropValve Idenitification I noor 1rd 0--itboard Tine (sec.) Position Siqtn8l 

"1 'i~n steamline isolation valves 4 43 <T < 0 GC 
(FV-1-14,26,37,&s, ;-15, 27, 38, & 52) 

1 ain stearaline drain isolation 1 115 C S C 
valves FCV-1-55 & 1-56 

1Reactor W ater sample line isola- 1 1. 5 C SC 
tion valves 

2 RIERS sliuttio.ni cooling supply 
isolation valves FCV-74--48 & 47 1. 1. 40 C SC 

2 MIIRS - U'CI to reactor 1:CV-74-53, 67 2 30 C Sc 

2 Reactor vessel tiead spray isola
tion v~alves FCV-74--77, 78 1 1 30 C SC 

7 RIMRS fbiudh and drain vent to 
suppreaaoior c-ha-mber 4 20 C. SC 
FCV-74-102. 103, 119. & 120 s 

2 Suppreasion Chaaber Draint 2 15 C S 
FCV-74-57, 58 

2 [)rywill equipztnt drain discharge 
LItit1itoxi valvE.8 FCV-77-15A. & 15B 2 15 0 cc 

2 Dr)'.;.ll floor draini dischArge 
G i1olation valves FCV-77-2A & 2B 2 150



In conjunction with the Mark I Containment Short Term Program, a plant unique 
analysis was performed ("Torus Support System and Attached Piping Analysis for 
the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Units 1, 2, and 3," dated September 9, 1976 and 
supplemented October 12, 1976) which demonstrated a factor of safety of at 
least two for the weakest element in the suppression chamber support system 
and attached piping. The maintenance of a drywell-suppression chamber differen
tial pressure of 1.3 psid and a suppression chamber water level corresponding 
to a downcomer submergence range of 4.0 feet to 4.60 feet will assure the 
integrity of the suppression chamber when subjected to post-LOCA suppression 
pool hydrodynamic forces.  

Inerting 

The relatively small containment volume inherent in the GE-BWR pressure suppres
tion containment and the large amount of zirconium in the core are such that 
the occurrence of a very limited (a percent or so) reaction of the zirconium 
and steam during a loss-of-coolant accident could lead to the liberation of 
hydrogen combined with an air atmosphere to result in a flammable concentration 
in the containment. If a sufficient amount of hydrogen is generated and oxygen 
is available in stoichiometric quantities the subsequent ignition of the hydrogen 
in rapid recombination rate could lead to failure of the containment to maintain 
a low leakage integrity. The <4% hydrogen concentration minimizes the possibility 
of hydrogen combustion following a loss-of-coolant accident.

Amendment No. 734 , 42 269
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BASES 

The occurrence of primary system leakage following a major refueling outage 
or other scheduled shutdown is much more probable then the occurrence 
of the loss-of-coolant accident upon which the specified oxygen concentration 
limit is based. Permitting access to the drywell for leak inspections 
during a startup is judged prudent in terms of the added plant safety 
offered without significantly reducing the margin of safety. Thus, to 
preclude the possibility of starting the reactor and operating for extended 
periods of time with significant leaks in the primary system, leak inspections 
are scheduled during startup periods, when the primary system is at or near 
rated operating temperature and pressure. The 24-hour period to provide 
inerting is judged to be sufficient to perform the leak inspection and 
establish the required oxygen concentration.  

To ensure that the hydrogen concentration is maintained less than 
4% following an accident, liquid nitrogen is maintained on-site for 
containment atmosphere dilution. About 2260 gallons would be 
sufficient as a 7-day supply,-and replenishment facilities can 
deliver liquid nitrogen to the site within one day; therefore, 
a requirement of 2500 gallons is conservative. Following a loss 
of coolant accident the Containment Air Monitoring (CAM) System 
continuously monitors the hydrogen concentration of the containment 
volume. Two independent systems ( a system consists of one hydrogen 
sensing circuit) are installed in the drywell and the torus. Each sensor 
and associated circuit is periodically checked by a calibration gas to 
verify operation. Failure of one system does not reduce the ability to monitor 

system atmosphere as a second independent and redundant system will still 
be operable.  

In terms of separability, redundancy for a failure of the torus 
system is based upon at least one operable drywell system. The 
drywell hydrogen concentration can be used to limit the torus hydrogen 
concentration during post LOCA conditions. Post LOCA calculations 
show that the CAD system initiated within two hours at a flow rate 
of 100 scfm will limit the peak drywell and wetwell hydrogen con
centration to 3.6% (at 4 hours) and 3.8% (at 32 hours), respectively.  
This is based upon purge initiation after 20 hours at a flow rate of 
100 scfm to maintain containment pressure below 30 psig. Thus, peak 
torus hydrogen concentration can be controlled below 4.0 percent using 
either the direct torus hydrogen monitoring system or the drywell 
hydrogen monitoring system with appropriate conservatism (: 3.8%), 
as a guide for CAD/Purge operations.  
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n. Daily tpstr of ,nnruinciation lights and audible-Idevices are 

pertormed a- a routit.e oper.-tion function.  

. Thý- CO2, syst-tn ritanufacturer recommefids semiannual testinq of 

Co, system fii-. d-etection circuits.  

Figure 6.3-1 describes the in-plant fire protection organization 

including the roving fire watch. in addition, other operating 

personnel periodically inspect the plant during their normal 

operatinq activities for fire hazards and other abnormal 
conditions.  

Smoke detpctors will be tested "in-place" using inert freon gas 

applied by a pyrotronics type applicator which is accepted 

throuqhout the indistrial tire protection industry for testing 

pro3ucts of combustion detectors or by use of tht: MSA chemical 
smoke gcnerators. At the present time the manufacturers have 

only approved the use of "punk" for creating smoke. TVA will not 

use "punk" for testing smoke detectors.
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5.0 AJiOR nESIrC FV:ATURES 

5.1 sumr FLATURES 

Browns Ferry unit 2 is located at Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant 

site on property otined by the United States and in custody of 
the TVA. The aite shall consist of approximately 840 acres 

on the north shore of Uheeler Lake at Tennessee River Mile 

294 In Limestone County, Alabama. The minimum distance from 

the outside of the secondary containment building to the 

boundary of the exclusion area as defined in 10 CFR 100.3 

shall be 4,000 feet.  

5.2 REACTOR 

A. The reactor core may contain 764 fuel assemblies consisting 

of 7x7 assemblies having 49 fuel rods each, 8x8 assemblies 

having 63 fuel rods each, and 8x8R (and P8x8R) assemblies 

having 62 fuel rods each.  

B. The reactor core shail contain 185 cruciform-shaped control 

rods. The control material shall be boron carbide powder 

(BC) compacted to approxiicately 70 percent of theoretical 

density.  

5,3 REACTOR VFISSEL 

The reactor vessel shall be as described In Table 4.2-2 of the 

FSAR. The applicable design codes shall be as described in 

Table 4.2-1 of the FSAY.  

5.4 CONTAINHENT 

A. The principal design parameters for the primary containment 

shall be as given in Table 5.2-1 of the FSAR. The applicable 

design codes shall be as described in Section 5.2 of the FSAR.  

B. The secondary containment shall be as described in Section 

5.3 of the FSAR.  

C. Penetrations to the primary containment and piping passing 

through such penetrations shall be designed in accordance 

with the standards set forth in Section 5.2.3.4 of the FSAR.  

5.5 FUEL STORAOE 

A. The arrangement of fuel in the new-fuel storage facility 

shall be such that kerr, for dry conditions, is less than 
0.90 and flooded is ess than 0.95 (Section 10.2 of FSAR).

330Amendment No. 3ý, 4, 58



UNITED STATES 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555 

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 

SUPPORTING AMENDMENT NO.58 TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-52 

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT, UNIT NO. 2 

DOCKET NO. 50-260 

1.0 Introduction 

By letter dated July 14, 1980 (TVA BFNP TS 140), as supplemented by 

letters dated August 29, 1980 and October 7, 1980, the Tennessee Valley 

Authority (the licensee or TVA) requested changes to the Technical 

Specifications (Appendix Al appended to Facility Operating License No.  

DPR-52 for the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Unit No. 2 (BF-2). The 

proposed Technical Specifications would incorporate the limiting con

ditions for operation of the facility in the fourth fuel cycle following 

the third refueling of the reactor. In support of this reload auication 

for BF-2, the licensee has submitted a reload licensing documentU) pre

pared by the General El ctric Company (GE), additional information related 

to the refuelinq outaget2) and proposed changes to the Technical 

Specifications( 2 , 3 ).  

2.0 Discussion 

BF-2 shutdown for its third refueling on September 5, 1980. BF-2 was 

initially fueled with 764 of the GE 7x7 fuel assemblies containing 49 

fuel rods each. During the first refueling, which began March 18, 1978, 

132 of the 7x7 fuel elements were replaced with one water rod 8x8 fuel 

assemblies. In the second refueling, which started April 27, 1979, 232 

of the 7x7 fuel assemblies were replaced with a like number of two 

water rod, retrofit 8x8 (8x8R) bundles. During the second refueling, 

an additional 36 7x7 fuel assemblies were also replaced with 8x8 fuel 

that had originally been procured for fuel cycle 2 but not used. During 

this third refueling, an additional 240 of the original 7x7 fuel bundles 

are being replaced with prepressurized two water rod 8x8 retrofit (P8x8R) 

fuel assemblies. The prepressurized fuel assemblies are essentially 

identical from a core physics standpoint to the two water rod fuel 

assemblies (8x8R) except that they are prepressurized with about three 

rather than one atmospheres of helium to minimize fuel clad interaction.  

Our evaluation of the P8x8 fuel is discussed in the safety evaluation 

attached to our letter of April 16, 1979, to GE approving the use of this 

fuel in Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) reload licensing applications. The 
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larger inventory of helium gas improves the gap conductance between fuel 
pellets and cladding resulting in reductions in fuel temperatures, 
thermal expansion and fission gas release. The pressurized rods operate 
at effectively lower linear heat generation rates CLHGRs) and are there
fore expected to yield performance benefits in terms of fuel reliability.  
The increased prepressurization also results in improved margin to 
maximum average planar LHGR CMAPLHGR) limits by reducing stored energy.  
This will be the first use of the P8x8R fuel in BF-2. This fuel is being 
used in the current fuel cycles for Units 1 and 3. The first use of 
P8x8R fuel in a Browns Ferry unit was approved for the second reload 
of Unit 3 (Amendment No. 28 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-58 
dated November 30, 1979). We subsequently approved the use of P8x8R 
fuel in Unit 1 by Amendment No. 59 to Facility Operating License No.  
DPR-33 dated February 25, 1980. Thus, there is operating experience 
with this fuel in two of the Browns Ferry units as well as a number of 
other BWRs.  

With this refueling, BF-2 will be on a nominal 18-month refueling cycle.  
Units 1 and 3 are also on 18-month refueling cycles.  

As noted above, this reload involves loading of prepressurized GE 8x8 
retrofit (P8x8R) fuel. The description of the nuclear and mechanical 
designs of P8x8 fuel is contained in Reference 4. The use and safety 
implications of prepressurized fuel are presented in Reference 4 and 
have been found acceptable per Reference 5 (enclosed in Appendix C of 
Reference 4).  

Values for plant-specific data such as steady state operating pressure, 
core flow, safety and safety/relief valve setpoints, rated thermal 
power, rated steam flow, and other design parameters are provided in 
Reference 4. Additional pJ•nt and cycle dependent information is provided 
in the reload application£l which closely follows the outline of 
Appendix A of Reference 4. Reference 5 includes a description of the 
NRC staff's review, approval, and conditions of approval for the plant
specific data. The above-mentioned plant-specific data have been used 
in the transient and accident analysis provided with the reload appli
cation in compliance with Reference 5.  

Our safety evaluation of the GE generic reload licensing topical report 
has also concluded that the nuclear, and mechanical design of the 8x8R 
and P8x8R fuels, and GE's analytical methods for nuclear and thermal
hydraulic calculations as applied to mixed cores containing 7x7, 8x8, 
8x8R and P8x8R fuels, are acceptable. Approval of the application of 
the analytical methods did not include plants incorporating a prompt 
Recirculation Pump Trip (RPT) or Thermal Power Monitor (TPM).
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Because of our review of a large number of generic considerations related 

to use of 8x8R and P8x8R fuels in mixed loadings, and on the basis of 

the evaluations which, have been presented in Reference 4, only a limited 

number of additional areas of review have been included in this safety 

evaluation. For evaluations of areas not specifically addressed in this 

safety evaluation refer to Reference 4.  

During this outage, TVA had proposed to accomplish major modifications 

of the BF-2 electrical systems. These are described in TVA's submittal 

and application of August 6, 1980 (BFNP-TS-143). However, several critical 

items of equipment, including the common station service transformers and 

MG sets, were not delivered in time to be installed during this outage.  

Also, partly as a result of our review, TVA is reevaluating the design 

of the system. Some of the electrical modifications for BF-2 are scheduled 

to be completed during the Unit 1 refueling outage (April to June 1981); 

however; the overall modifications are not scheduled to be completed 

until the spring 1982 refueling outage.  

One of the modifications which TVA is accomplishing during this refueling 

outage and which is discussed herein is a replacement of the primary 

containment hydrogen monitoring system. A description of the new hydrogen 

monitoring system and proposed changes to the Techn cal Specifications 

were submitted by TVA's letter of August 29, 19802'1. In response to 

our concerns, additional information was submitted in TVA's letter of 

October 7, 198016). Like most BWRs, Browns Ferry operates with an 

inerted (nitrogen) containment. The present Containment Atmosphere 

Monitoring System (CAM) at Browns Ferry consists of hydrogen monitors 

located inside the containment. Four sensors are located in the drywell 

and two are in the torus. Only two sensors in the drywell and one in the 

torus are in active service at any time with the remaining sensors acting 

as backup. The purpose of the sensors is to monitor hydrogen concentration 

in the containment post-LOCA (Loss of Coolant Accident) to provide guidance 

for use of the Containment Atmosphere Dilution System (CAD). As noted 

above, post-accident hydrogen control is provided by inerting the primary 

containment during normal operation. After a postulated accident, long

term combustible gas concentrations are controlled by the CAD system.  

This system is designed to purge small quantities through a 2" line to 

the standby gas treatment system while adding makeup nitrogen to the 

containment. The present CAD system meets NRC requirements on redundancy, 

single-failure criteria and the TMI-2 lessons learned requirement for 

dedicated hydrogen control penetrations.  

The present hydrogen monitoring analyzers were supplied by GE. The 

present sensors are specified as having an accuracy of +2 percent of scale 

with a range of 0 to 20 percent hydrogen concentration.- The instruments 

were qualification tested to a radiation dose of approximately 3.2 x I0 7 RAD.  

The hydrogen sensors have been integrity qualified up to 3409F. The
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instrument accuracy is not guaranteed to be, within specifications above 
200 F; however, this is not a significant shortcoming since calculated 
drywell temperature returns to 175 F within l minutes of the LOCA and 
calculated torus temperature is less than 130 F following a postulated 
LOCA. Although the present hydrogen monitors are environmentally quali
fied and have apparently performed adequately, as part of the TMI-2 
Lessons Learned program, TVA prepared a design change to move the sensors 
outside the containment to improve the maintainability during unit 
operation Caccess considerations) and to provide post accident sampling 
capability for other gases.  

During the current refueling outage of Unit 2 and upcoming refueling 
outages of Unit 3 (Nov.-Dec. 1980) and Unit 1 (April-May 1981), TVA is 
replacing the GE hydrogen monitoring system with a new Hayes-Republic 
System located outside containment. Each reactor will be equipped with 
two totally independent systems for monitoring hydrogen concentrations 
in the drywell and torus. Each system includes a thermal conductivity 
gas analyzer, sample pumps, chillers to remove entrained moisture from 
the gas stream and associated valves and controls, all mounted in a 
cabinet external to the primary containment. Gas samples are withdrawn 
from the upper part of each drywell and torus through existing pene
trations to a sampling cabinet outside primary containment. The sample 
will pass through- about 100 feet of 1/2 inch stainless steel pipe, a 
water trap and chiller to remove entrained moisture, a bellows pump 
and either of two independent thermal conductivity sensors and will be 
exhausted back into the drywell.  

After the system is activated, the sample will reach the sensor in less 
than 2 minutes. The sensor will begin to respond in 3 seconds and will 
reach two-thirds of its steady reading in 21 seconds. The sensitivity 
of reading is + 0.4 volume percent hydrogen (i.e., + 2% of the 20% full 
scale hydrogen-concentration the instrument is desig-ned to measure).  
This accuracy is the same as the present GE hydrogen monitoring system.  

3.0 Evaluation 

3.1 Core Reload 

3.1.1 Nuclear Characteristics 

For cycle 4 operation, ?40 fresh P8x8R fuel bundles of type P8DRB284 will 
be loaded into the core~l}. The remainder of the 764 fuel bundles in the 
core will be previously irradiated bundles. Based on the data provided 
in Reference 1 both the control rod system and the standby liquid 
control system will have acceptable shutdown capability during cycle 4.
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3.1.2.1 Fuel Cladding Integrity Safety Limit MCPR 

As stated in Reference 4, for BWR cores which reload with GE's retrofit 
8x8 fuel,, the safety limit minimum critical power ratio (SLMCPR) 
resulting from either core-wide or localized abnormal operational 
transientsis equal to 1.07. When meeting this SLMCPR during a transient, 
at least 99.9% of the fuel rods in the core are expected to avoid 
boiling transition. The 1.07 SLMCPR is unchanged from the SLMCPR 
previously approved. The basis for this safety limit is addressed in 
Reference 4.  

3.1.2.2 Operating Limit MCPR 

Various transient events can reduce the MCPR from its normal operating 
level. To assure that the fuel cladding integrity SLMCPR will not be 
violated during any abnormal operational transient, the most limiting 
transients have been reanalyzed for this reload by the licensee, in 
order to determine which event results in the largest reduction in the 
minimum critical power ratio. Addition of the largest reductions in 
critical power ratio to the SLMCPR establishes the operating limits for 
each fuel type.  

3.1.2.2.1 Transient Analysis Methods 

The generic methods used for these calculations, including cycle
independent initial conditions and transient input parameters, are 
described in Reference 4. The staff evaluation, included as Appendix 
C of Reference 4, contains our acceptance of the cycle-independent 
values. Additionally, Appendix C contains our evaluation of the transient 
analysis methods, together with a description and summary of the out
standing issues associated with these methods. Supplementary cycle
independent initial conditions and transient input parameters used in 

the transient analyses appear tn the tables in Sections 6 and 7 of 
Reference 1. Our evaluation of the methods used to develop these 
supplementary input values is also included in Appendix C of Reference 4.  

3.1.2.2.2 Transient Analysis Results 

The transients evaluated were the limiting pressure and power increase 
transients, generator load rejestion without bypass and the feedwater 
controller failure (loss of 100 F feedwater heating), and the control 
rod withdrawal error. Initial conditions and transient input parameters 
as specified in Sections 6 and 7 of Reference 1 were assumed.
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The results of these analyses are outlined in Reference 1 sections 
9 and 10. On this topic, it is acceptable if fuel specific operating 
limits are established for prepressurized fuel (Appendix C, Reference 
4). On this basis, the transient analysis results are acceptable 
for use in the evaluation of the operating limit MCPR. Based on this, 
the proposed Technical Specification modifications to operating limit 
MCPR are acceptable.  

As noted above, the calculated system responses and reductions in CPR 
during each of the operational transients have been provided in Sections 
9 and 10 of the GE Supplemental Reload Licensing Submittal (Reference 
1). It is interesting to note that for this reload, the local rod 
withdrawal error (with limiting instrument failure) dictates the 
operating limit MCPR (OLMCPR) for all fuel types. The &CPR calculated 
for the load rejection without bypass was always the controlling 
transient for 8x8R fuel in past reloads; in this reload, the ACPR 
for this event is the same (0.20) as for the rod withdrawal error.  

The following table gives the limiting CPR reduction as calculated by 

GE, the event for which limiting CPR reduction occurs, and the required 
operating limit MCPR for each fuel type: 

Fuel Type Most Severe CPR Reduction Operating Limit M(PR 

7x7 0.25 (Control Rod Withdrawal) 1.32 

8x8 0.20 (Control Rod Withdrawal) 1.27 

8x8R 0.20 (Load Rejection Without Bypass) 1.27 
(Control Rod Withdrawal) 

PBx8R 0.20 (Control Rod Withdrawal) 1.27 
(Load Rejection Without Bypass) 

Thus, when the reactor is operated in accordance with the above 
operating limit MCPRs the 1.07 SLMCPR will not be violated in the 
event of the most severe abnormal operational transient. This is 
acceptable to the staff per the finding of the previous section. On 
this basis, operating limit MCPR Technical Specifications have been 
established.
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3.1.3 Accident Analyses 

3.1.3.1 ECCS Appendix K Analysis 

In our safety evaluation of Reference 4, we concluded that "the 
continued application of the present GE ECCS-LOCA ("Appendix K") 
models to the 8x8 retrofit reload fuel is generally acceptable 
and in our Reference 5 evaluation we extended that conclusion to 
prepressurize-d fuel. On these bases, the proposed MAPLHGR limits 
for the new prepressurized fuel are acceptable.  

3.1.3.2 Control Rod Drop Accident 

The scram reactivity shape function (cold) does not satisfy the 
requirements for the bounding analyses described in Reference 4.  
Therefore, it was necessary for the licensee to perform a plant 
and cycle specific analysis for the control rod drop accident.  
The results of this analysis are presented in Section 16 of Reference 
1. The calculated resultant peak enthalpy was 131 cal/gm, well below 
the acceptance criterilon of 280 calories per gram.  

3.1.3.3 Fuel Loading Error 

The GE method for analysis of misoriented and misloaded bundles has 

been reviewed and approved by the staff and is part of the Reference 
3 methodology. Potential fuel loading errors involving mlsoriented 
bundles and bundles loaded into incorrect positions have been analyzed 
by this methodology and the rylts are reported in Section 15 of the 

supplemental reload submittalU). The analyses determined that a 
rotated P8x8R fresh fuel assembly was the most limiting loading error 

event; the ACPR for this event was 0.13. This is considerably less 
than the ACPR for the limiting transients. As shown in the table in 

Section 3.1.2.2.2, above, the ACPR for the limiting transients -
which determines the OLMCPR -- is 0.20 for all 8x8 fuel and 0.25 for 
7x7 fuel. TVA has revised the core verification procedures and has 

committed to revise the fuel handling procedures with the objective 
of preventing the recent fuel loading errors that have occurred at 
Browns Ferry 1 and 2.  

3.1.3.4 Overpressure Analysis 

For Cycle 4, the licensee has reanalyzed the limiting pressurization 
event to demonstrate that the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code 
requirements are met for BF-2. The methods used for this analysis, 
when modified to account for one failed safety valve, have also been 
previously approved by the staff. The acceptance criteria for this 

event is that the calculated peak transient pressure not exceed 110% 

of design pressure, i.e., 1375 ptig. The reanalysis, which is presented
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in Section 12 of the supplemental reload submittal(1), shows that the 

peak pressure at the bottom of the reactor vessel does not exceed 

1301 psig for worst case end-of-cycle conditions, even when assuming 

the effects of one failed safety valve. This is an increase of 2 psig 

from, the previous fuel cycle and is the reason for the changes on 

pages 30 and 219 of the proposed Technical Specifications. We con

clude that there is sufficient margin between the peak calculated 

vessel pressure and the design limit pressure to allow for the failure 

of at least one valve. Therefore, the limiting overpressure event 

as analyzed by the licensee is considered acceptable on the bases 

outlined in Reference 4.  

3.1.4 Thermal Hydraulic Stability 

The results of the thermal hydraulic stability analysis presented in 

Section 13 of Reference 1 show that the channel hydrodynamic and reactor 

core decay ratios at the natural circulation - 105% rod line inter

section (which is the least stable physically attainable point of 

operation) are below the stability limit. Because operation in the 

natural circulation mode will be restricted by Technical Specifications, 

there will be added margin to the stability limit and this is acceptable 

3.1.5 Startup Test Program 

The licensee has not changed his startup test program from that approved 

for the previous cycle. This program therefore remains acceptable.  

3.2 Hydrogen Monitoring System 

We have evaluated the proposed hydrogen monitoring system against the 

criteria listed in the Standard Review Plan 6.2.5, "Combustible Gas 

Control in Containment," in Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 1, 

"Instrumentation for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to 

Assess Plant Conditions During and Following an Accident," and in the 

letter to Licensees of September 5, 1980, entitled, "Preliminary 

Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements," Attachment 6 

(II.F.l).  

The proposed thermal conductivity method and equipment has adequate 

sensitivity and time response, and is at least as reliable as the 

currently used hydrogen electrode method. The relocation of the sensors 

outside primary containment makes them more accessible to maintenance 

and recalibration under LOCA conditions. No additional penetrations 

of primary containment will be required since the new sampling lines 

will pass through unused but existing spare penetrations.
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The power circuits to operate the hydrogen monitoring system will meet 

the safety requirements of engineered safety features. The redundancy 

requirements will be met by having two independent hydrogen sensors 

to which gas samples from either the drywell or the torus atmosphere 
may be directed.  

We have evaluated the information provided by TVA in their letter of 

August 29, 1980 and in the telephone conversation of September 30, 

1980, and have concluded that the proposed changes in the hydrogen 

monitoring systems are acceptable and meet the requirements of 

General Design Criterion 41 (Containment Atmosphere Cleanup) of 

Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50.  

3.3 Technical Specification Modifications 

Included in References 2 and 3 are several proposed modifications to 

the BF-2 Technical Specifications. Of these, changes to the overpressuri

zation limit, revision of operating limit MCPRs, and adoption of 

MAPLHGR limits for P8x8R fuel are acceptable for reasons discussed 

in earlier sections of this report. The changes associated with the 

new hydrogen monitoring system have also been discussed and are 
acceptable.  

Some of the modifications proposed in References 3 and 4 are merely 

changes in the bases to the Technical Specifications, reflecting the 

refueling of the core, and do not constitute changes in the limiting 

conditions for operation. We consider the proposals of this type to 

be acceptable.  

Because this is the first cycle for which BF-2 will contain P8x8R 

fuel, a linear heat generation rate (LHGR) limit and a power spiking 

penalty associated with the LHGR limit have been proposed. These 

proposals are consistent with the requirements of our generic SER 

and are therefore acceptable for BF-2 for Cycle 4.  

4.0 Environmental Considerations 

We have determined that the amendment does not authorize a change in 

effluent types or total amounts nor an increase in power level and 

will not result in any significant environmental impact. Having made 

this determination, ,we have further concluded that the amendment 

involves an action which is insignificant from the standpoint of 

environmental impact and, pursuant to 10 CFR §51.5(d)(4), that an 

environmental impact statement or negative declaration and environmental 

impact appraisal need not be prepared in connection with the issuance 
of this amendment.
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5.0 Conclusion 

We have concluded, based on the considerations discussed above, that: 
(1) because the amendment does not involve a significant increase in 
the probability or consequences of accidents previously considered 
and does not involve a significant decrease in a safety margin, the 
amendment does not involve a significant hazards consideration, 
(2) there is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the 
public will not be endangered by operation in the proposed manner, 
and (3) such activities will be conducted in compliance with the 
Commission's regulations and the issuance of this amendment will not 
be inimical to the common defense and security or to the health and 
safety of the public.  

Dated: November 12, 1980

4
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UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

DOCKET NO. 50-260 

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF AMENDMENT TO FACILITY 
OPERATING LICENSE 

The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has issued 

Amendment No. 58 to Facility Operating License No. DPR-52 issued to Tennessee 

Valley Authority (the licensee), which revised the Technical Specifications 

for operation of the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Unit No. 2 (the facility) 

located in Limestone County, Alabama. The amendment is effective as of the 

date of issuance.  

This amendment permits operation of Browns Ferry Unit No. 2'with pre

pressurized 8x8 retrofit fuel in the fourth fuel cycle following the third 

refueling outage.  

The application for this amendment complies with the standards and 

requirements -of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the Act), and the 

Commission's rules and regulations. The Commission has made appropriate 

findings as required by the Act and the Commission's rules and regulations 

in 10 CFR Chapter I, which are set forth in the license amendment. Prior 

public notice of this amendment was not required since the amendment does 

not involve a significant hazards consideration.  

The Commission has determined that the issuance of this amendment will 

not result in any significant environmental impact and that pursuant to 

10 CFR §51.5(d)(4) an environmental impact statement, or negative declaration 

and environmental impact appraisal need not be prepared in connection with 

issuance of this amendment.  

8012 0so 3or,
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For further details with respect to this action, see (1) the application 

for amendment dated July 14, 1980, as supplemented by letters dated August 29, 

1980 and October 7, 1980, (2) Amendment No. 58 to License No. DPR-52, and 

(3) the Commission's related Safety Evaluation. All of these items are 

available for public inspection at the Commission's Public Document Room, 

1717 H Street, NW., Washington, D. C. and at the Athens Public Library, 

South and Forrest, Athens, Alabama 35611. A copy of items (2) and (3) may 

be obtained upon request addressed to the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 

Washington, D. C. 20555, Attention: Director, Division of Operating Reactors.  

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland, this 12th day of November, 1980.  

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Thomas'MIppo ito, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #2 
Division of Licensing


